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ABSTRACT 
 
 

GREGORIO VILLAFLOR LINCHANGCO JUNIOR.  Echinoderm Transcriptomics. 
(Under the direction of DR. DANIEL A. JANIES) 

 
 

Tissue regeneration and biomineralization are expressed to a diverse extent across 

metazoans and their life stages.  The potential for repair and regrowth in adult stages 

varies widely within phyla, class and species.  For instance, few adult human tissues can 

regenerate.  In contrast, members of the phylum Echinodermata demonstrate remarkable 

regenerative capabilities.  Holothuroids like the sea cucumber can regenerate vital organs 

after evisceration, while the echinoid sea urchin lacks this ability.  Echinoderms have 

been model organisms for studies in embryonic developmental biology due to their 

abundant gametes and often clear embryos.  More recently, adult echinoderms have 

emerged as models in regenerative studies.  The ability of echinoderms to repair and 

regrow body parts as a response to injury or predation is valuable in studies of the basic 

mechanisms that underpin regeneration.  The heterogeneity of regenerative capabilities 

within echinoderm classes provides insights into how regeneration is gained and lost.   

From an evolutionary standpoint, echinoderms share a common ancestor with chordates 

which include humans.  Resolving the phylogenetic relationships of echinoderms 

provides a platform to understand the gain and loss of regeneration and may have future 

applications in medicine.  

Modern echinoderms occur in two major extant lineages, Crinozoa and 

Eleutherozoa.  The evolutionary relationships within Eleutherozoa have remained 

ambiguous.  The motivation for this dissertation is to resolve competing hypotheses in the 
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evolutionary relationships within Eleutherozoa and examine competing hypotheses 

explaining the expansion of the msp130 family.  The msp130 gene family is related to 

biomineralization - an important process in development and regeneration of 

echinoderms.   

I developed a novel analytical pipeline that produces phylogenetic trees from raw 

RNA-Seq data of 40 echinoderms.  I also performed an analysis surveying the 

heterogenous regenerative capabilities across echinoderm classes by identifying enriched 

gene ontology terms that implicate biological processes of interest using class-specific 

datasets.  Using a similar pipeline and the same transcriptome data I exploited to examine 

taxonomic relationships, my results provide support for an alternative hypothesis 

regarding the origin of the msp130 family within echinoderms.  The phylogenetic 

analysis suggests that msp130 radiated from a deep common ancestral gene set via a 

complex series of organismal speciation and gene duplication events, rather than multiple 

independent instances of horizontal gene transfer. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
 

Echinoderms are a phylum that demonstrate remarkable regenerative capabilities 

across a high level of taxonomic diversity.  Echinoderms are the second largest clade of 

deuterostomes after chordates and some species can regenerate vital organs after 

evisceration [1].  These marine invertebrates have long been used as model organisms for 

studies in embryonic developmental biology due to their low maintenance in the 

laboratory and position in the tree of life [2].  For similar reasons, echinoderms have 

recently emerged as models in regenerative studies.  Their ability to repair and regrow 

body parts makes them a valuable group to study in the largely unknown mechanisms 

driving regenerative biology [3].  

 The heterogeneity of regenerative capabilities within echinoderm classes 

provides insights for therapies that could treat human conditions.  However, applied 

research of echinoderm regeneration using gene expression is rare and undermined by a 

lack of understanding of their evolutionary relationships [3].   

Echinoderms are deuterostome invertebrates that share at least four unique 

morphological synapomorphies that include: pentaradial symmetry, a water-vascular 

system, a mesodermal skeleton, and mutable collagenous tissue [4].  The five extant 

classes of echinoderms include sea stars (Asteroidea), sea urchins (Echinoidea), brittle 

stars (Ophiuroidea), sea cucumbers (Holothuroidea) and sea lilies (Crinoidea).  There are 

over 7000 described, living echinoderm species making it the second largest group of 

deuterostomes after the chordates [5].  The close phylogenetic relationship between 

echinoderms and chordates along with the rich diversity of echinoderms holds 
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implications across many comparative disciplines including evolutionary biology, 

systematics, developmental biology and studies of regeneration.   

The purple sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, is a prime example of the 

role that echinoderms have played in scientific research.  Due to the simplicity of the 

early development of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and the and low maintenance 

requirements in the laboratory, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus has served as the model 

organism in embryonic development studies for over a century [2].  Recently, this sea 

urchin has played a role in biomedical research as it was the first echinoderm for which a 

completely sequenced and annotated genome was completed.  This work has led to the 

discovery of genes orthologous to those implicated in human disease [6].   

The completion of the genome of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus highlights the 

importance of the availability of next generation sequence data to facilitate new 

discoveries within the diverse echinoderm phylum.  In this dissertation I go a step further 

and use RNA-Seq to profile transcriptomes of 40 exemplars of the phylum 

Echinodermata [7].  

The motivation for this dissertation is to contribute basic research that can be 

applied to studies in regenerative echinoderm biology through a pipeline based on 

transcriptome data.  This goal is largely driven by resolving competing hypotheses 

regarding the evolutionary relationships within Eleutherozoa and challenging a proposed 

idea that the gene related to the regenerative process of biomineralization, msp130, was 

introduced into echinoderms via multiple instances of horizontal gene transfer.   

Using RNA-Seq transcriptome data from 40 echinoderms, I developed a novel 

pipeline that takes raw RNA-Seq data as input and produces phylogenetic trees.  Along 
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the way, I performed an exploratory study considering the heterogenous regenerative 

capabilities across echinoderm classes.  I performed an annotation analysis on the gene 

content of these 40 transcriptomes to identify enriched gene ontology terms and their 

associated biological pathways related to regeneration based on class-specific data.  

Using these techniques on a large-scale comparative transcriptomic dataset, this 

dissertation addresses three basic research challenges related to regenerative echinoderm 

biology: 

1) Resolving the evolutionary relationships within extant echinoderms. 

2) Gaining a better understanding of regenerative heterogeneity amongst echinoderms.  

3) Investigating the evolutionary history of msp130 within echinoderms, a principal 

member of a gene family implicated in the regenerative process of biomineralization. 

 

1.1 Phylogenetic Reconstruction 

 
Phylogenetic trees are a central organizing framework for comparative studies, 

yet a debate remains with two competing hypotheses for echinoderm relationships at the 

class level.  This controversy has been further confounded by the discovery of an 

enigmatic echinoderm, Xyloplax, that has been argued to represent a new, sixth 

taxonomic class.  While previous phylogenetic studies have been conducted, most have 

relied on morphological data or few sequence loci based on Sanger technology [8].  The 

genome of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus has provided many insights into echinoderm 

biology via studies of gene families [9].  However, taking into consideration the rich 

morphological and functional diversity of echinoderms there are likely vast amounts of 
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additional information in the genetic sequences of non-echinoid echinoderms that can be 

uncovered by from comparative genomic study.  Like the genome of Strongylocentrotus 

purpuratus, annotation of the 40 assembled transcriptomes is proving to be a valuable 

resource [10]. 

 

1.2 Annotation of Transcriptomes  

 
Comparative phylotranscriptomic analyses will not only provide an overview of 

the genetic content within extant echinoderms but also elucidate novel relationships 

within the historically defined echinoderm classes.  The exploration of these new 

relationships can lead to new insights in the biological processes found within 

echinoderms.  One such process that is important across the animal kingdom is 

regeneration.  Echinoderms possess high regenerative potential and are able to express 

this to a maximum extent, with species capable of complete regrowth from body 

fragments alone [1]. 

 

1.3 Biomineralization and msp130 

 
Echinoderms are capable of two distinct regenerative processes, soft tissue 

regeneration which includes nerves and muscles associated with tube feet, and 

biomineralization of the spine.  The latter regenerative process, biomineralization, is 

defined as the biologically controlled formation of mineral deposits resulting in structures 

that function as support, protection, or feeding anatomy [11].  Biomineralization is wide 

spread amongst many organisms however, echinoderms and vertebrates are the two phyla 
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within deuterostomes that form extensive biomineralized structures [12].  All adult 

echinoderms develop endoskeletal elements which are formed by specialized cells known 

as primary mesenchyme cells (PMCs) through the process of skeletogenesis.  PMCs are 

heavily involved in this process and express a variety of proteins associated with 

biomineralization.  One such family of proteins is known as the Msp130 family. [11].  

The Msp130 family consists of eight members, (Msp130, Msp130-related-1, Msp130-

related-2, Msp-130-related-3, Msp130-related-4, Msp-130-related-5, Msp130-related-6, 

Msp130-related-7) Msp130 was the first PMC-specific protein to be identified in 1987 

[13] followed by Msp130-related-1 and Msp130-related-2 in 2002 [14], then Msp130-

related-3, Msp130-related-4, Msp-130-related-5, Msp130-related-6 in 2006 [11] and 

lastly Msp130-related-7 in 2014 [15].  Recently, a worker evaluating the evolutionary 

relationships of the msp130 gene within eukaryotes (including echinoderms) and 

prokaryotes proposed a provocative theory.  The worker hypothesized that msp130 was 

introduced to echinoderms and molluscs via multiple independent instances of horizontal 

gene transfer events, facilitated through bacteria or algal intermediates [15].  Horizontal 

gene transfer events are extremely rare in the animal kingdom and other simpler 

explanations must exist given enough data. 

These challenges in regenerative echinoderm biology will be addressed by the 

following chapters of this dissertation, resolving several queries.  In chapter 2, the 

following questions are presented: What phylogeny of extant echinoderms is supported 

by a large transcriptome dataset?  Will the resulting phylogeny support the 

Cryptosyringid or Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis?  In chapter 3, I ask the following 

questions: Can the preferred phylogeny derived from chapter 2 be used to study the 
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variation of 40 transcriptomes assemblies among echinoderm clades?  Will certain 

functions be enriched based on class-specificity?  In chapter 4 I ask a question involving 

biomineralization.  Studies with limited taxonomic sampling have suggested that the 

biomineralization gene family, msp130, was introduced to echinoderms and molluscs via 

horizontal transfer events either directly from bacteria or algal intermediates [15].  Will a 

novel large-scale molecular dataset corroborate or refute the findings of this study? 

 

1.4  Objective I – Echinoderm Phylogeny 

 
The shared relationship between echinoderms and chordates within deuterostomes 

along with their rich diversity in body plans and larval ecologies allow echinoderms to 

serve as important models in comparative studies across many disciplines including 

developmental evolution, regulatory regions of genomes, and immune systems.  

However, the lack of molecular data and unresolved phylogeny undermines their use as a 

model system in other studies such as regeneration.  The objective is to harness the power 

of next generation sequencing technologies specifically, RNA-Seq, to resolve 

phylogenetic ambiguities of echinoderms at the class level.  Extant echinoderms are 

considered to consist of two higher level clades, Crinoidea and Eleutherozoa.  There are 

currently two main hypotheses regarding evolutionary relationships within Eleutherozoa. 

One is the cryptosyringid hypothesis, which posits that the classes Echinoidea, 

Holothuroidea and Ophiuroidea form a clade known as Cryptosyringida, sister to the 

Asteroidea. The cryptosyringid hypothesis is based on the putative synapomorphy of 

enclosed radial elements within the water-vascular system of adults and has been 
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supported by various morphological studies [16,17]  as well as molecular studies 

[16,18,19].  An alternative hypothesis for the evolutionary relationships of extant 

Eleutherozoa is the Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis. This hypothesis is based on the 

synapomorphy of the adult body plan, whereby Asterozoa comprises the stellate forms of 

echinoderms (asteroids and ophiuroids), while Echinozoa includes the globoid forms 

(holothuroids and echinoids).  The Asterozoa-Echinozoa concept has been supported by 

morphological studies [20,21] as well as the molecular analyses of Sanger sequencing 

data [22,23].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1.1 The two competing hypotheses regarding relationships within Eleutherozoa.  
Within the red rectangle, the tree on the left-hand side depicts the Echinozoa-Asterozoa 
hypothesis and the tree on the right-hand side displays the Cryptosyringid hypothesis.  
This former hypothesis is based on the synapomorphy of the adult body plan, whereby 
Asterozoa comprises the stellate forms of echinoderms (asteroids and ophiuroids), while 
Echinozoa includes the globoid forms (holothuroids and echinoids).  The cryptosyringid 
hypothesis is based on the putative synapomorphy of enclosed radial elements within the 
water-vascular system of adults. 

Echinozoa-Asterozoa Cryptosyringida 
 

Eleutherozoa 

Crinozoa 
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 Objective one is designed to use a large-scale transcriptomic dataset to 

corroborate or refute these hypotheses and to resolve the placement of the species 

Xyloplax.  Objective one has been separated into three sub-objectives below. 

Objective 1.1 Reconstruct a diverse sample set of echinoderms spanning deep 

divergences with consistent RNA-Seq methods and assemble their transcriptomes. 

Objective 1.2 Enhance the taxonomic and molecular resolution of relationships within 

Eleutherozoa, and test for the Echinozoa-Asterozoa vs Cryptosyringid hypotheses. 

Objective 1.3 Resolve the placement of the enigmatic Xyloplax within echinoderms. 

 

1.5 Objective II –Annotation of transcriptomes of extant echinoderms 

 
Annotation of transcriptomes is a crucial step in adding to the knowledgebase of 

echinoderm biology as it evaluates the content of the 40 newly assembled transcriptomes.  

The characterization of gene function based on expressed sequence data will contribute to 

the field of developmental and evolutionary echinoderm biology.  Just as the genome of 

the purple sea urchin ushered in new discoveries in echinoderm biology, the wealth of 

data present in 40 novel transcriptomes can provide new insights into echinoderms at the 

molecular level.  The objective is to profile extant echinoderm transcriptomes using 

existing bioinformatics techniques.  The results of this work allow for future comparative 

transcriptomics studies across echinoderm classes.  One outcome can be the identification 

of gene regulatory networks that allow for echinoderm regeneration. 

Objective 2.1 Assign annotations to the 40 assembled echinoderm transcriptomes.  
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Objective 2.2 Visualize an overview of patterns and relationships between the 

transcriptomes based on Gene Ontology annotations. 

Objective 2.3 Using a phylogenetic approach to map areas of commonality and difference 

to identify and visualize candidate expressed genes involved in echinoderm 

diversification. 

 

1.6  Objective III – Biomineralization in echinoderms 

 
The understanding of echinoderm phylogeny and the classification of its 

accompanying transcript variants is important in the study of the developmental 

biological processes.  One such biological process that echinoderms possess is their great 

potential for regeneration.  Regeneration is a characteristic type of developmental process 

involving tissue repair, cell turnover, reconstruction of external and internal organs.  

Echinoderms exhibit extraordinary regenerative capabilities and can regenerate full adult 

forms from detached body elements [24].  The lack of the genomic information regarding 

regeneration has limited the understanding of the cellular pathways and mechanisms 

involved in its process.  A biological process closely related with regeneration in 

echinoderms is biomineralization.  Fossilized biomineralized animal remains are the 

principal source of evidence on extinct lineages [25,26]. Though some studies in this 

field have been performed, a vast resource of novel transcriptomes such as this work 

presents has not been studied as a dataset.  Profiling the gene expression data of 40 new 

transcriptomes will add knowledge of the pathways involved in the process of 

biomineralization.  The objective is to identify expressed msp130 genes associated with 
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the regenerative process of biomineralization based on sequence homology.  Msp130 

stands for mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa.  Understanding the relationships of the 

msp130 gene family orthologs within echinoderm can provide insights into the 

biochemical and cellular pathways that control the regenerative abilities of echinoderms.  

Fundamental research of the phylogenetic relationships within the msp130 gene family 

will lay down the groundwork for studies in biomineralization and regeneration within 

echinoderms.  This work fuels the possibility for regenerative therapies downstream.  

Basic research on genes of interest similar to green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) which 

was initially discovered in cnidarians, and later copepods and cephalochordates have 

become valuable reagents for measuring molecular and cellular properties [27]. 

In objective three I will develop a better understanding of the msp130 gene family and 

biomineralization in echinoderms. 

Objective 3.1 Identify biomineralization-related proteins within 40 echinoderm 

transcriptomes using known proteins for sequence similarity searches.  This includes the 

genes mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa, mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa 

related 1, mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa related 2, mesenchyme-specific protein, 

130 kDa related 3, mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa related 4, mesenchyme-

specific protein, 130 kDa related 5, mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa related 6 and 

mesenchyme-specific protein, 130 kDa related 7. (Msp130rel1-7). 

Objective 3.2 Perform phylogenetic analyses of the msp130 family of genes. 
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1.7 Phylogenetic methods and orthology 

 
Several key evolutionary concepts involved in the phylogenetic methods must be 

defined to gain a better understanding of this dissertation.  One of these core concepts is 

biological sequence homology.  Sequence homology between two different species can 

be defined in terms of shared ancestry.  Biological sequences can have shared ancestry in 

one of two ways 1) orthology or 2) paralogy.  Sequences that are inferred to have 

descended from the same ancestral sequence separated by a speciation event are said to 

be orthologous.  In other words, when a species diverges into two separate species the 

instances of each gene in each of the new species are orthologs to one another [28].  In 

contrast, paralogous genes share ancestry stemming from gene duplication events that 

occurred within one or both of the two species being compared [29].  These concepts are 

important in both phylogenetic reconstruction of an entire phylum (Chapter 2) as well as 

the phylogenetic gene tree construction of the msp130 gene family (Chapter 4).  

Speciation events largely direct the methods used in Chapter 2 while both organismal 

speciation and gene duplication events help explain the methods and results derived in 

Chapter 4.   
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CHAPTER 2: ECHINODERM PHYLOGENY 

2.1 Introduction to the phylum 

The evolution of this phylum has been well documented by a rich fossil record, 

placing their emergence around 530-524 MYA during the Cambrian Period [30].  

Echinoderms are members of the superphylum, Deuterostomia, a grouping that consists 

of two other phyla, Chordata and Hemichordata.  Echinodermata is most closely related 

to its sister group Hemichordata and the two form a clade of invertebrates known as 

Ambulacraria [31].  Although the five extant echinoderm classes share features that 

separate them from other organisms including the four synapomorphies mentioned above, 

each class exhibits diverse larval and adult forms.  The adult body plans of echinoderms 

cover a wide spectrum, from the ambulatory and stellate Asteroidea and Ophiuroidea 

(starfish and brittle stars), soft bodied Holothuroidea (sea cucumbers), spiky armored 

Echinoidea (sea urchins), to the stalked and un-stalked Crinoidea (sea lilies).  These five 

classes are grouped into two clades, the Crinoidea and Eleutherozoa (classes Asteroidea, 

Ophiuroidea, Echinoidea, and Holothuroidea).  Crinoidea are thought to have diverged 

from the four other classes around 485-515 MYA [32].  Eleutherozoa is thought to have 

rapidly separated into four classes around 480 MYA within a 5 Myr window [19,33].  

This swift and ancient radiation of Eleutherozoa has been problematic in inferring the 

evolutionary relationships among these classes.   

The ambiguity of internal Eleutherozoan relationships undermines the use of other 

echinoderms as model systems in biology, where sea urchins have become experimental 

models.  Sea urchins are widely studied by developmental biologists because of the 

ability of the animals to produce massive amounts of eggs and sperm.  Moreover, the 
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transparency of the embryo allows for the study of skeletogenesis and organogenesis in 

living embryos.  Many other echinoderm species exhibit these advantageous 

characteristics and along with the rich diversity in echinoderm larval and adult body 

plans.  As a result these organisms have been used for comparative study of the evolution 

of body plans across deep time divergences [34].  Defining clear relationships within 

Eleutherozoa using novel transcriptomes will allow for new model systems to emerge.  

Evolutionary relationships of extant echinoderms have long been debated, more 

specifically relationships within Eleutherozoa.  The ancient rapid radiation of this 

subphylum has raised questions regarding its internal relationships bringing upon many 

studies that have often employed molecular methods (See Table 2.1).  A phylogenetic 

study using larval and adult morphologies as well as molecular data from two ribosomal 

DNA proposed three incongruent topologies [18].  Several other studies employed 

molecular approaches reconstructing echinoderm phylogenies using mitochondrial 

protein coding genes [35–41].  Additional molecular based studies have used nuclear and 

mitochondrial gene sequences to estimate echinoderm phylogeny.  Most of these studies 

have resulted in the monophyly of the extant classes however, the topologies observed 

remain dependent on the methods used to construct them (Janies, 2001;Janies et al., 

2011).  Thus I have taken a sensitivity analysis approach that considers increasingly 

permissive missing data [42].   

The rapid radiation of Eleutherozoa will greatly benefit from data produced by 

next-generation sequencing technologies like RNA-Seq.  The most recent studies have 

taken advantage of these technologies enabling phylogenetic reconstruction using 

transcriptome data as shown in Table 2.1[33,43–45].  
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These studies have begun to converge on the Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis but have 

included limited loci and limited taxonomic representatives of the five extant echinoderm 

classes (e.g. the relatively small numbers illustrated in white cells of table 2.1).  

Furthermore, transcriptomic studies prior to Linchangco et al. (2017), lack the enigmatic 

Xyloplax.  In the 1980s, two species of Xyloplax, a small disc-shaped echinoderm were 

discovered on sunken wood in the deep sea off the Bahamas and New Zealand [46]. 

Xyloplax species were initially described as having a circular water vascular system 

[46,47] but later was re-described as a derived pentaradial system with ambulacra splayed 

out to the periphery of the body [8,22,48].  The small size and odd morphology fueled the 

already fierce debate over echinoderm phylogeny [22,30,49].  Some workers erected a 

new sixth class of extant echinoderms containing only Xyloplax [46].  Subsequently, [50] 

proposed a working hypothesis uniting Xyloplax and valvatid asteroids but in doing so 

expressed a desire to keep Xyloplax as a class distinct from the asteroids, which is self-

contradictory.  In contrast, several researchers have argued that Xyloplax is an aberrant 

asteroid and that erecting a new class is not warranted [8,22,23,30].   

Resolving the evolutionary relationships in echinoderms is essential to advance 

their use as regenerative models.  Ambiguous nodes at the subphylum and class levels 

can be resolved using taxonomic sampling that spans deep time divergences and includes 

the morphologically unusual Xyloplax.  These topologies produced by this dataset 

provides support for the placement Xyloplax within the context of Eleutherozoa and 

Asteroidea. 
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2.2 Research Design and Methods 

 
To better understand the phylogeny of extant echinoderms and the placement of 

Xyloplax, I used RNA-Seq to retrieve large numbers of orthologous loci from each 

transcriptome of 40 unique echinoderm species spanning the deepest divergences within 

the five extant classes.  Using these loci, I discovered orthologous sequences that are well 

represented in asteroids, holothuroids, echinoids, ophiuroids and crinoids for the 

construction of phylogenetic trees explaining the topology of relationships within 

Eleutherozoa and the placement of Xyloplax.  To investigate the effects of locus selection 

and alignment quality in the phylogenetic reconstruction, a sensitivity analysis of distinct 

subsets of orthologous loci based on alignment occupancy and gap percentage and was 

applied.  To reconstruct a representative phylogenetic tree of a phylum that contains 

approximately 7000 described extant species requires several considerations [5].  To 

accomplish Objective 1, sampling included members of clades that span the largest 

evolutionary divergence. This includes 40 species from 24 orders and 37 families 

collected from deep and polar seas.  There are 16 asteroids, 4 ophiuroids, 9 holothuroids, 

4 echinoids, and 9 crinoids included in the dataset.  RNA-Seq was used to profile these 

40 organisms using Illumina Hi-Seq 2000, 100 bp paired-end reads. 
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Phylogenetic reconstruction was performed using a pipeline developed for 

starting with raw sequence data (See Figure 2.1).  After sequencing from Duke Center for 

Genomic and Computational Biology, raw reads from Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 were 

assessed for quality using FASTX toolkit [51].  De novo assembly of contigs was 

performed using Trinity [52].  The resulting contigs from each sample were translated 

into protein space using Transdecoder (http://transdecoder.github.io/) and the PFAM-B 

protein family database with a cutoff of 100 amino acids [53].  The resulting protein 

sequences were compared against one another via BLASTP to discover “orthoclusters” in 

OrthoMCL [54].  Orthoclusters are defined as groups of similar sequences that are 

orthologous or paralogous.  The orthoclusters were then filtered to include 75% of the 

(30/40) total taxa.  The longest sequences in each of these orthoclusters was identified 

and used as the query in a BLASTP search against a two taxa hemichordate and 

cephalochordate outgroup; Saccoglossus kowalevskii (NCBI taxon 10224), 

Branchiostoma floridae (NCBI taxon 7739). 

After the creation of this dataset, each of the orthoclusters was aligned using 

MAFFT [55], a multiple sequence alignment program.  MAFFT drastically reduces the 

CPU time required to perform multiple sequence alignment by rapidly identifying 

homologous regions using a fast Fourier transform that is applied to the amino acid 

sequence.  This is especially important when large numbers of taxa and sequences need 

to be aligned.  After the orthoclusters were aligned, RAxML [56] was used to construct 

putative gene trees using the command PTHREADS-SSE3 -T 16 -f a -p $RANDOM -x 

$RANDOM -#100 -m PROTGAMMAAUTO -s ${FILE}.phy -n $, which created a gene 

tree dataset.  The trees produced by this analysis are then further analyzed for paralogous 
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sequences with the use of PhyloTreePruner [57].  Although methods have been 

developed for orthology prediction, paralogous sequences can still be erroneously 

grouped together with orthologous sequences, affecting the results of phylogenetic 

reconstruction with supermatrix methods [58].  PhyloTreePruner is a software utility that 

uses a phylogenetic approach to refine orthology inferences made using phenetic 

methods.  This software will check single gene trees for evidence of paralogy and 

generates a new alignment for each group containing only sequences inferred to be 

orthologous.  One of the important features of PhyloTreePruner is its ability to collapse 

poorly supported nodes into polytomies, avoiding unnecessarily discarding sequences in 

cases where a weakly supported tree topology incorrectly supports paralogy.  In a study 

that includes entire transcriptomes yielding thousands of putative genes, incongruence 

among gene trees are sure to arise.  To address this issue of incongruence, a combined 

analysis approach was used.  Accurate and efficient and alignments are crucial in 

phylogenetic analysis.  Thus, I performed a quality check on alignments after paralogy 

assessment.  The check was a two-step process using the program TrimAL [59] and the 

custom python script that I developed called “BOXER” (See Figure 2.2).  First, TrimAL 

removed difficult to align sequences via an automated command line interface employing 

alignment statistics.  BOXER then selected from aligned orthoclusters produced by 

TrimAL, preferring those aligned orthoclusters with the user-defined number of unique 

taxa and allowed percentage of gaps in the alignment.  The difficult to align sequences 

were identified via the two parameters from TrimAL as described in the manual [60] (1) 

“residue overlap” which is a percentage of residues in an aligned orthocluster column that 

must be occupied with other residues (not gaps or missing data), and 2) “sequence 
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overlap” which is a percentage of positions with observed residues (not gaps or missing 

data) that a row in an aligned orthocluster must have in order to be kept in the alignment.  

If a sequence did not fulfill both thresholds for these parameters, it was removed from the 

orthocluster alignment. 
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Figure 2.2 The process of selecting alignments using the TrimAL and BOXER programs. 

Align with Mafft

Produce new candidate alignments for
each 1472 alignment with 36 trimAL
sequence and residue overlap settings.

Residue Overlap
50 60 70 80 90 100

Se
qu

en
ce

 
O

ve
rl

ap
 

50 1472 1392 1129 833 523 14
60 1472 1314 989 665 380 6
70 1471 1179 784 482 239 6
80 1450 948 547 305 144 2
90 1349 570 297 151 37 1

100 150 36 14 3 2 0

BOXER selects optimal 1472 alignments 
from candidate alignments based on 95% 
gaps allowed and 22 unique taxa included 

(>50% of 42 species in the study).

Phylogenetic analysis with RAxML and 
Paralogy assessment with PhyloTreePruner.

BOXER is used to create 19 nested 
subsets within the 4,281 reduced 
dataset using 5%-95% allowed gap 
characters
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Table 2.3:  This table describes the differing methods used to produce orthologs and 
super matrices across four studies. 

Author Orthology Assessment 
Pre-supermatrix 

Post supermatrix 
“cleansing” 

(Telford et al., 2014) blastp, tblastn 

Phylocriteria filter with 4 
out of 5 echinoderm 
classes represented, 

Manual visual inspection 
and removal of poorly 

aligned regions 

(O’Hara et al., 2014) 

blastx, Manual empirical 
assessment   Phylocriteria 

filtering using the 
inclusion of at least 66% 

total taxa. 

Aliscore (Misof & 
Katharina, 2009) 

(Cannon et al., 2015) 

HAMSTER (Ebersberger, 
Strauss, & von Haeseler, 

2009), Phylocriteria 
filtering for clusters that 

contain at least 15 
ambulacrarian taxa, PTP 

(Kocot et al., 2013), 
MARE 

Aliscore and Alicut 
(Mlsof & Katharina, 

2009), Manual removal 
of mistranslated 

sequences 

(Linchangco Jr et al., 
2017), 

Markov Cluster algorithm 
grouping putative 

orthologs and paralogs 
via OrthoMCL (Li, 

Stoeckert, & Roos, 2003), 
Phylocriteria filtering via 

BOXER and TrimAL 
(Capella-Gutiérrez, Silla-
Martínez, & Gabaldón, 

2009) for alignment 
selection, 

PhyloTreePruner (Kocot 
et al., 2013) for paralogy 

assessment. 

None 
This work 

 

To retain as much data as possible, the most inclusive alignments with a high 

percentage of gap characters were selected. This was performed using thresholds that 

allow for 95% gap characters and at least 50% of the original species retained within an 
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alignment.  Once paralogous sequences have been removed, the resulting alignments are 

concatenated into a “supermatrix” using the software FasconCAT [61].  FasconCAT 

creates a supermatrix by extracting each taxon associated amino acid sequences out of a 

given set of sequence alignments and links them together into one string.  The resulting 

supermatrix allows for the simultaneous analysis of combined data from all alignments in 

the dataset and is used as input for phylogenetic maximum likelihood analysis in 

RAxML.  Phylogenetic analyses on the supermatrix was then performed using the 

RAxML with a CAT model of rate heterogeneity.   

 

2.3 Results 

 
The procurement of echinoderm samples was facilitated through the NSF funded 

echinoTOL project (National Science Foundation Grant No. 1322141).  This project 

recognized the challenges in assembling the echinoderm tree of life and built a team of 

experts specializing in paleontology, genomics, informatics, developmental biology, 

anatomy and phylogenetics.  Samples collected by this team were expertly curated and 

provided a diverse sampling of extant echinoderms that led to a venerable set of novel 

transcriptome data.  This data was used in deciphering the ambiguous evolutionary 

relationships within the echinoderm phylum at an unprecedented scale.  The large 

sampling of echinoderms allowed for the resolution of evolutionary relationships within 

Eleutherozoa and provided support for the Echinozoa-Asterozoa hypothesis.  The 

phylogenetic tree produced by this work provides insights on the placement of Xyloplax 

within the five extant classes of echinoderms.   
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For the ingroup species, RNA-Seq produced a total of 2,360,841,332 raw reads. 

Following trimming and adapter removal, 2,101,192,636 reads remained, a reduction of 

259,648,696 reads or approximately 11%. The sample from the asteroid Pisaster 

ochraceus had the most reads at 88,987,394, while the asteroid Cheiraster sp. had the 

least amount of reads at 30,190,658. The sample from the featherstar crinoid 

Promachocrinus kerguelensis had the most reads removed, with a decrease of nearly 

19%. In contrast, the sample from the stalked crinoid Gephyrocrinus messingi had the 

least reads removed at a reduction of only 3.64%. 
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During ortholog identification and alignment creation, 93,908 orthoclusters that 

contained four or more taxa were detected.  Taxonomic filters yielded a set of 1518 

putative orthoclusters for extant echinoderm classes.   Following the removal of highly 

divergent and paralogous sequences, a dataset of 1472 orthoclusters was created and a 

sensitivity analysis based on alignment occupancy was performed.  The sensitivity 

analysis tested the independent variable values of gap permissiveness across alignments 

would impact on the dependent variable, which is the resulting tree topology for each 

gap-variable alignment.  Sensitivity analysis was processed by the “BOXER” program, 

dividing the 1472 orthoclusters into 19 nested data subsets based on alignment occupancy 

(percentage gaps allowed in matrix).  Phylogenetic analysis performed on these 19 

matrices recovered topologies that support the Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis in all but 

two of the smallest datasets.  Of the remaining 17 datasets, we consistently recover: 1) 

class-level monophyly, 2) monophyly of Eleutherozoa and 3) Crinozoa as sister taxon to 

Eleutherozoa.  For the 10% through 20% allowed gaps datasets, the observed topologies 

placed Xyloplax as sister to Remaster gourdoni, Peribolaster folliculatus and Pteraster 

tesselatus.  Topologies from the 25%-35% allowable gaps datasets placed Xyloplax as 

sister to Pteraster tesselatus. The 40% allowable gaps dataset placed Xyloplax as sister to 

Remaster gourdoni and Peribolaster folliculatus.  The remaining datasets from 45% to 

95% allowable gaps placed Xyloplax as sister to all other asteroids.  The five largest 

datasets with 22 or greater unique taxa and allowable gap character percentages at 75%, 

80%, 85, 90%, 95% have no less than 73% bootstrap support at major nodes defining the 

clades: Asteroidea, Ophiuroidea, Asterozoa, Echinoidea, Holothuroidea, Echinozoa, 

Eleutherozoa, and Crinoidea.  I present the tree of the 90% allowable gaps dataset based 
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on maximum bootstrap support value for maximum loci included.  The dataset producing 

this tree had no bootstrap support values lower than 81 on all nodes and consisted of 1256 

loci. 
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Figure 2.3: Phylogeny of extant echinoderms using a multi-locus transcriptomic dataset 
of 1256 loci.  This allows for 90% indels and at least 22 unique taxa per orthocluster 
(1256 loci).  Here we observe class level monophyly and support for the Asterozoa-
Echinozoa hypothesis with Xyloplax placed as sister to all asteroids.  This topology was 
selected based on bootstrap support (no nodes lower than 81) and the most inclusive 
dataset (1256 loci). 
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2.4 Discussion 

 
The sensitivity analysis indicated that increased gap characters within the 

alignments allowed for longer sequences and stabilized the relationships within 

Eleutherozoa including the placement of Xyloplax as sister to all remaining asteroids.  

This notion is supported by increased bootstrap values at all nodes of alignments that 

allowed for the most gaps (75% through 95% allowed gaps).  This observation highlights 

the importance of including orthoclusters that are less stringently controlled for indels but 

provide more data via longer sequences.  The five most inclusive datasets in this study 

unequivocally support the Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis and have done so using a 

much larger (1256 loci) and better sampled (40 ingroup species and two outgroups) 

dataset than previously achieved (See Table 2.1).  The recovery of Echinozoa and 

Asterozoa in the most inclusive phylogenies indicate the lack of support for the 

alternative Cryptosyringida hypothesis which was only supported by one small dataset 

with only 46 loci and low bootstrap support values.   

In my analyses, I investigated the five-class echinoderm dataset across 19 distinct 

data subsets of alignment occupancy.  This method stratified our datasets into two groups 

with regards to the placement of Xyloplax.  Concatenated alignments composed of more 

stringent and therefore less loci (17-414) placed Xyloplax as a member of velatid 

asteroids. There are three topologies that describe Xyloplax as a velatid asteroid 1) as 

sister to Remaster gourdoni, Peribolaster folliculatus and Pteraster tesselatus (10-20% 

allowable gaps), 2) as sister to Pteraster tesselatus (25-35% allowable gaps) and 3) as 

sister to Remaster gourdoni and Peribolaster folliculatus (40% allowable gaps).  These 
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results are consistent with those from Sanger sequencing efforts using seven loci, which 

also placed Xyloplax as a velatid asteroid (Janies et al., 2011).   

In contrast, results from datasets with large numbers of loci and gaps allowed (i.e. 

>500 loci and 45-95% allowable gaps) Xyloplax is sister to asteroids. The placement of 

Xyloplax as sister to the remaining asteroids has been discussed by others [46].  Mah used 

Infraclass Concentricycloidea  for the placement of Xyloplax as sister to infraclass 

Neoasteroidea [62] (which includes all post Paleozoic asteroids as defined by Gale 

(1987).  
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CHAPTER 3: ANNOTATION OF ECHINODERM TRANSCRIPTOMES 

 
3.1 Introduction 

 
The group who published the genome of the purple sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus 

purpuratus, estimates 23,300 total genes [6].  Many of the Strongylocentrotus purpuratus 

genes are similar to well described vertebrate gene families including families those 

previously thought to be specific to vertebrates [6].  The genome of Strongylocentrotus 

purpuratus also tells us that some gene families occurred independently in echinoderms 

and vertebrates. Furthermore, molecular data from Strongylocentrotus purpuratus 

revealed the complexity of its revealed its refined immune system including a wide range 

of pathogen recognition proteins [6].  These data and findings provide bases for the 

annotation of genes across all extant echinoderms through sequence similarity.  

Annotation and comparative analyses of the echinoderm transcriptome variation have 

potential for addressing a wide range of questions.  The annotation and comparison of the 

transcriptomes in this study can answer questions regarding the conserved and unique 

genes in some adult tissues across the five classes of echinoderms.  For example, as some 

adult echinoderms (Ophiuroids, Asteroids, and Holothuroids) can regenerate tissues and 

others have limited regenerative ability (Echinoids), this work provides the basic science 

needed for understanding novel processes in echinoderms such as tissue regeneration. 
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3.2 Research Design and Methods 

 
To create an annotated dataset, orthoclusters based on phylogenetic criteria were 

generated using OrthoMCL [54].  Class specific taxonomic filters were applied to obtain 

five groupings of orthoclusters.  To provide an overview of the all five classes, the 

sequences from the clusters derived from class-specific OrthoMCL were then visualized 

in OrthoVenn [63].  This program provides an interactive Venn diagram that provides 

summarizes counts, and the functional intersections and reverse complements of clusters 

shared between clades includes in-depth views of the clusters using various sequence 

analysis tools [63].  OrthoVenn also allows for a hypergeometric test for Gene Ontology 

(GO) enrichment.  The Gene Ontology database is among the most widely used gene 

description databases used for the detection of enriched genes.  Gene Ontology terms 

(GO terms) consists of biological processes, cellular components, and molecular 

functions that are organized in a directed acyclic graph of parent-child relationships.  This 

method profiled molecular processes or functions that are expressed in a certain 

phenotype, in this case an echinoderm class [64].  GO enrichment analysis finds the most 

differentially expressed genes based on GO term annotations for each echinoderm class.  

Hypergeometric testing for GO enrichment uses a discrete probability distribution that 

describes the probability of a gene with a specific GO term is selected by random in n 

number of draws without replacement.   
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3.3 Results 

 
Using a 1e-5 expectation value cutoff in OrthoVenn analysis, I detected the 

largest number of total orthoclusters and sequences for asteroids followed by crinoids, 

holothurians, echinoids and ophiuroids. Asteroids also contained the most singletons 

(protein sequences that could not be clustered) followed by holothuroids, crinoids, 

echinoids and ophiuroids.  These results are expected as the rank of order of the 

sequences and clusters reflect the number of taxonomic samples per class (See Table 3.1 

below). 

Table 3.1 Results of OrthoVenn Clustering with e-value cutoff of 1e-5. 

Classes Sequences Clusters Singletons 

Asteroidea 170508 30732 31673 

Crinoidea 68043 14839 12185 

Holothuroidea 56678 13593 12785 

Echinoidea 22023 7406 6531 

Ophiuroidea 19675 6501 6351 

 

The Venn diagram produced by OrthoVenn provided reverse complements and 

intersections among orthoclusters of the data described in Table 3.1.  Figure 3.1 

illustrates an intersection of 865 orthoclusters that contained at least one representative 

from each echinoderm class.  19,512 orthoclusters were found that only included 
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asteroids, 2,458 that only included echinoids 1,937 for ophiuroids, 6,378 for crinoids and 

6,314 for holothurians. 

 

Figure 3.1 OrthoVenn Diagram [63] depicting the intersections and reverse complements 
of 336,927 echinoderm protein sequences.  The values within the diagram indicate the 
number of orthoclusters found to form distinct groups.  The work done here focuses 
periphery and center of the diagram.  The peripheral values show reverse complements, 
in other words, the orthoclusters unique to each of the five classes (Asteroidea:19,512, 
Holothuroidea:6,314, Crinoidea:6,378, Ophiuroidea:1,937, Echinoidea: 2,458).  The 
central number (865) is the junction of all classes, or all orthoclusters containing a 
representative sequence from each class. 
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The hypergeometric test GO enrichment detected three significantly enriched GO terms 

with a p-value of <0.05.  All enriched GO terms were from the biological processes 

namespace and are in crinoids and ophiuroids (See Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2: The hypergeometric test results of GO enrichment for 336,927 echinoderm 
protein sequences as produced by OrthoVenn. 

Hypergeometric test result of GO enrichment (p-value < 0.05) 
Clade GO ID Name Namespace p-value 
Crinoidea GO:0050774 negative regulation of 

dendrite morphogenesis 
biological 
process 

0.00286 

Crinoidea GO:0048846 axon extension involved 
in axon guidance 

biological 
process 

0.03793 

Ophiuroidea GO:0034472 snRNA 3'-end 
processing 

biological 
process 

0.018 

 

Within crinoids, the two statistically significant enriched GO IDs GO:0050774 and 

GO:0048846 are closely related.  GO:0050774 is defined by any process that stops, 

prevents, or reduces the frequency, rate or extent of dendrite morphogenesis [65].  

GO:0048846 is defined by the long-distance growth of a single cell process that is 

involved in the migration of an axon growth cone, where the migration is directed to a 

specific target site by a combination of attractive and repulsive cues [65].   Dendrites and 

axons are components of nerve cells.  Dendrites are branched extensions of a nerve cell 

that transfer electrical impulses from other cells at synapses.  Axons are a thread-like part 

of a nerve cell that conduct action potentials away from the nerve cell body.  The protein 

sequences associated with both of these GO IDs were classified as cadherins via Swiss-
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Prot [66].  Cadherins are a superfamily of adhesion molecules that facilitate cell to cell 

adhesion in both vertebrates and invertebrates [67].  Cadherins are named for their 

calcium dependent adhesion and play a major role in maintaining cell and tissue structure 

through the formation of adherens junctions [68].  At these junctions,  cadherins bind to 

an actin cytoskeleton with catenin binding partners, forming a system that is important in 

morphogenesis and functions of vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems [69].  

Within echinoderms, this biological pathway is directly linked to the biological process 

of regeneration.  Previous studies have provided evidence that a driving mechanism 

responsible for regeneration in four of the five classes of echinoderms are nerve-

dependent, including crinoids [1].  In echinoderms, regeneration is widely used to 

reconstruct external parts such as arms, spines, and pedicellariae, and internal organs.  

This type of repair-based regeneration is often observed in crinoids which have long and 

fragile arms that are commonly subject to predation.  Regeneration due to predation is so 

prevalent among crinoids that most specimens collected for analysis often exhibit two or 

more arms at various stages of regrowth [1].  This provides a possible explanation as to 

why these two nervous system related GO IDs have been enriched within crinoids and 

absent in other classes.  Ancestor charts generated by QuickGO illustrate GO IDs and 

their relationships in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.   

The single GO ID enriched in ophiuroids was GO:0034472 and named as snRNA 

3'-end processing.  This term is defined as any process involved in forming the mature 3’ 

end of an snRNA molecule [65].  Small nuclear RNA (snRNA) is a subtype of small 

RNA that are never translated and remain in the nucleus where they form part of the 

spliceosome [70].  The protein sequences associated with this GO ID were annotated as 
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Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 (CDK8) via Swiss-Prot.  The relationships of this GO ID can 

be seen in Figure 3.4 where the GO term snRNA 3'-end processing is in a parental 

relationship with the five boxes below it. This includes U1 snRNAs, U2 snRNA, U4 

snRNA, U5 snRNA, U6 snRNA, which are the five Uridine rich snRNAs that form the 

major spliceosome [70]. 
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Figure 3.2: Above is an ancestor chart for the crinoid enriched GO:0050774 generated by 
QuickGO [71].  At the very top of the figure, the overarching GO description is 
biological process.  The second to last box from the bottom highlighted in yellow 
describes this GO ID as the negative regulation of dendrite, the bottom box is a child of 
this GO ID, while the preceding boxes form a parental relationship.  
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Figure 3.3:  Above is an ancestor chart for the crinoid enriched GO:0048846 generated 
by QuickGO [71].  At the very top of the figure, the overarching GO description is 
biological process.  The second to last box from the bottom highlighted in yellow 
describes this GO ID as axon extension involved in axon guidance, the bottom boxes are 
children of this GO ID, while the preceding boxes form a parental relationship. 
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Figure 3.4:  Above is an ancestor chart for the ophiuroid enriched GO:0034472 generated 
by QuickGO [71].  At the very top of the figure, the overarching GO description is 
biological process.  The second to last box from the bottom highlighted in yellow 
describes this GO ID as snRNA 3’-end processing, the bottom boxes are children of this 
GO ID, while the preceding boxes form a parental relationship. 
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3.4 Discussion 

 
Among the five extant classes, results indicate that asteroids have the most unique 

orthoclusters followed by crinoids, holothuroids, echinoids and ophiuroids.  This is an 

expected result as the numbers of clusters detected are relative to the number of sampled 

individuals per echinoderm class.  However, in hypergeometric test for GO enrichment 

performed on OrthoVenn, GO terms were not enriched in asteroids, the echinoderm class 

with the most orthocluster representatives.  This was also the case for holothuroids and 

echinoids.  Surprisingly, representatives from only two classes (crinoids and ophiuroids) 

were detected by the hypergeometric test of GO enrichment on OrthoVenn with default 

settings.  A possible explanation of the absence of enriched GO terms for asteroids, 

echinoids and holothuroids is simply the lack of GO annotations contributing to a certain 

predetermined biological process, molecular function or cellular component that could be 

considered statistically significant at a p-value of <0.05 in this given dataset.  This may 

be symptom of a wider diversity of GO terms spread across more genes in classes that 

have a larger quantity of orthoclusters rather than an accumulation of GO terms 

implicated in one of the three main categories of Gene Ontology on less orthoclusters.  It 

is also important to note that although GO terms strive to be species-neutral, many of the 

annotations are derived from a few model organisms, none of which directly include any 

echinoderms. 

Despite this, based on this analysis of this set of gene expression data the results 

show the heterogenous regenerative capabilities of echinoderms. Of the five classes 

within this dataset, only crinoids had enriched GO terms involved regeneration, though it 
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is known that regeneration is present amongst all classes [1].  Crinoids are well known 

for their extensive regeneration potential often replacing arms lost to predation or 

autotomy [1].  The species recovered in orthoclusters represented by the enriched GO 

terms include Oligometra serripinna, Isometra vivipara and Ptilometra australis.  This 

set includes 33% of the all crinoids included in this study. In the case of Oligometra 

serripinna, research indicates that its regenerative capabilities has been previously 

studied [72].  The results of the enrichment analysis indicate that putative cadherin 

orthologs from these three species of crinoids are over-represented and implicated in 

pathways regulating nerve cell development, a biological process found to be a 

mechanism important in crinoid regeneration [1].  This alludes to the possible use of 

these three crinoid species as candidates for the expansion of transcriptomic nervous 

system regeneration studies that have already been performed on the holothuroid 

Holothuria glaberrima [3].   

The only other class with an over-represented GO ID was within ophiuroids 

where Ophiothrix spiculata paralogs were detected in two orthoclusters.  Ophiothrix 

spiculata represents 25% of the total ophiuroids included in this dataset and provides 

protein sequences that are members of the Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) family which 

are important regulators in the progression of the cell cycle.  CDK8 was described to 

have an activating or inhibitory effect on transcription factor functions via binding or 

phosphorylation [73].  Preliminary studies regarding the complete set of kinases within 

the echinoderm genome (kinome) has provided evidence for the echinoderm kinome as 

being closer in total number kinases to the Drosophila kinome than the human kinome.  

Despite this variation in total number of kinases, the diversity of the echinoderm kinome 
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is more similar to that of human kinome, lacking only 2.1% of the total human 

subfamilies in comparison to Drosophila’s 12.9% [74].  Interestingly in humans, CDK8 

was found to be a colorectal oncogene that regulates beta-catenin activity [75].  However, 

due to both the inhibitory and activating effect of CDK8 as mentioned above, the protein 

encoded by this gene may also act as a tumor suppressor [76].  Although these are 

preliminary results, the enrichment of the GO ID associated with this gene within 

ophiuroids suggests that they may be instrumental in basic research in defining the 

mechanisms that govern the oncogenesis of colorectal cancer in humans. 
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CHAPTER 4: EVOLUTION OF BIOMINERALIZATION IN ECHINODERMS 

 
4.1 Introduction  

 
Biomineralization is the biologically controlled formation of mineralized 

structures that function as support, protection or feeding.   Biomineralization occurs 

across several metazoan lineages.  The seemingly concerted emergence of 

biomineralization among metazoan lineages during the Cambrian explosion is a poorly 

understood evolutionary event that has progressed into the diverse biomineralized 

structures observed in modern metazoans, including echinoderms [77,78].   

The central question in the evolution of biomineralization concerns the degree at 

which a common biomineralization toolkit of ancestral biochemical pathways was used 

that was then eventually independently co-opted for biomineralization across diverse taxa 

[15].  Echinoderm structure is supported by a rigid endoskeleton comprised of calcite and 

an organic matrix with the main skeletal structures including the test, spines, 

pedicellariae, tube feet and teeth.  Due to the abundance of echinoderm skeletal elements 

in the fossil record, their skeletons have been of a major area of focus for paleontology 

[79].  

Modern echinoderms have been important organisms for understanding the 

mechanisms of the regenerative process of biomineralization [80].  For example, the 

formation of the sea urchin embryonic endoskeleton and the cells (primary mesenchyme 

cells, or PMCs) that produce it are extensively studied at the gene expression level.  The 

first PMC gene to be identified was the Mesenchyme-Specific-Protein, 130 KD (msp130) 

[11].  Including msp130, the entire protein family consists of eight members, (Msp130, 
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Msp130-related-1, Msp130-related-2, Msp-130-related-3, Msp130-related-4, Msp-130-

related-5, Msp130-related-6, Msp130-related-7) Msp130-related-1 and Msp130-related-2  

were later discovered in 2002 [14], followed by Msp130-related-3, Msp130-related-4, 

Msp-130-related-5, Msp130-related-6 in 2006 [11] and the most modern, Msp130-

related-7 was described in 2014 [15].  The transcript levels of all the msp130 genes are at 

their highest levels during embryogenesis while Msp130 and Msp130 rel1-3 are the most 

abundant in biomineralized tissues of the adult sea urchin [15].   

Other workers have performed phylogenetic analyses of msp130 across 

eukaryotes and prokaryotes but only studied only one member of the Msp130 protein 

family [15].  This worker argues for the hypothesis that there were several independent 

horizontal gene transfer events of ancestral msp130 gene into early metazoans via 

symbiotic relationships with microbial communities [15,81].   

In this study, I used methods modified from chapter 2 to survey 40 transcriptomes 

of extant echinoderms for proteins involved in biomineralization.  Moreover, the 

transcriptome dataset at hand significantly expands the collection of known 

biomineralization-related proteins both in terms of the Echinoderm taxa sampled and in 

terms of the members of the gene family studied. With these data, I investigate the 

competing hypotheses of horizontal gene transfer versus radiation of the gene family 

from a common ancestral msp130 gene family in echinoderms and metazoans (e.g. 

molluscs).  Previously, studies of the evolution of the Msp130 protein family in 

echinoderms has only considered the three species; Heliocardis erythrogamma, 

Heliocardis tuberculata and Strongylocentrotus purpuratus [15]. 
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4.2 Research Design and Methods 

 
To identify biomineralization genes within the 40 transcriptomes, the eight 

protein sequences from the msp130 gene family (Msp130 and Msp130-related-1, 

Msp130-related-2, Msp130-related-3. Msp130-related-4. Msp130-related-5. Msp130-

related-6, Msp130-related-7) [11] were used in a BLASTP sequence homology search.  

The Msp130 family query sequences were sourced from www.echinobase.org [82,83].  

Command line ncbi-blast-2.2.30+ was used to create a database of 1,198,706 protein 

sequences [84].  BLASTP was used with an expectation value cutoff of 1e-5.  The 

resulting hits were first filtered for duplicate sequences which were removed.  The hits 

were then filtered for a sequence length minimum of 200 residues.   

Sequences that passed the length filter were then matched with outgroup 

sequences from NCBI.  Two matrices were created for msp130, one was matched with 

only the cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae and another was matched with using 

bacteria, algae, molluscs, cephalochordates and hemichordates [15].  Data from non-

echinoderm taxa such as algae, bacteria, molluscs, cephalochordates and hemichordates 

sequences were collected from NCBI BLASTP [15].  The filtered sequence hits from 

non-echinoderm taxa were then aligned with Msp130 echinoderm sequences using 

MAFFT.  The remaining Msp130 family members were matched with the corresponding 

Msp130 proteins from the cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The resulting 

datasets were then aligned using MAFFT producing a total of nine alignments for the 

Msp130 family.   
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Following multiple sequence alignment, the BOXER program (as initially 

described in chapter 2 but this time without paralogy control) was used to select optimal 

alignments based on two criteria 1) number of unique taxa of n-1 and 2) 90% of gap 

characters allowed in each alignment.  The resulting multiple sequence alignments are 

then used as input for RAxML tree search analyses under maximum-likelihood criterion 

using a CAT model of rate heterogeneity, chosen for its computational efficiency [85].  

RAxML then produced a set of gene trees reflecting the radiation of each members of the 

msp130 gene family.  The results produced by these methods are presented in Figures 

4.1- 4.2, 4.3 - 4.9 for the gene tree topologies of msp130 with different outgroups, 

msp130rel1 through msp130rel7, respectively.   

 

4.3 Results 

 
To search 40 transcriptomes for Msp130 sequences, query sequences first needed 

to be identified.  To identify protein sequences from the Msp130 family within 

echinoderms, initial searches began on NCBI protein database resulting in only three 

members including Msp130, Msp130rel1 and Msp130rel2 from echinoid echinoderms.  

To gather the complete set of query sequences, www.echinobase.org was queried for 

Msp130 sequences.  Query sequences were sourced from Echinobase as it contains the 

most recent assembly of the purple sea urchin genome [82].  These query sequences were 

derived from a combination of protein-coding RNAs of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus in 

different life stages including 10 different embryonic stages, six feeding larval and 

metamorphosed juvenile stages, and six adult tissues [86].  This search yielded the eight 
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sequences previously described members of the Msp130 protein family.  The creation of 

the blast database of 40 echinoderm transcriptomes was performed using the makeblastdb 

command from ncbi-blast-2.2.30+.  Input used for the database were 1,198,706 protein 

sequences produced from Transdecoder [52] in Chapter 2.  The custom blast database 

was then searched using BLASTP for each query sequence representing the Msp130 

family with a e-value cutoff of 1-e5.  This process produced 1202 blast hits across the 

Msp130 family.  At an e-value cutoff of 1-e5, Msp130 had the most hits while 

Msp130rel3 had the least.  After the removal of duplicates, Msp130rel6 contained the 

most unique sequences with 116 while Msp130rel3 had the least at 43.  The remaining 

unique sequences were then filtered for a minimum length of 200 residues where all but 

two (Msp130rel3 and Msp130rel7) of the Msp130 family proteins had sequence hits 

containing at least 200 residues or greater.  These results are summarized in the following 

table (See Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1:  This table describes the protein sequence query used, its description, source, 
and number of hits statistics. 

Protein Sequence 
Query used 

Msp130 family 
member  

Source Number 
of hits 

After 
duplicates 
removed 

Hits 
with 
length 
³ 200 

SPU_002088.3a Msp130 Echinobase 213 108 50 
SPU_013822.3a Msp130rel1 Echinobase 149 101 50 
SPU_016506.3a Msp130rel2 Echinobase 150 104 50 
SPU_013823.3a Msp130rel3 Echinobase 81 43 26 
SPU_014496.3a Msp130rel4 Echinobase 166 115 50 
SPU_015763.3a Msp130rel5 Echinobase 162 111 50 
SPU_015326.1 Msp130rel6 Echinobase 164 116 66 
SPU_021242.3a Msp130rel7 Echinobase 117 75 40 
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Table 4.2: This table indicates the BOXER settings used the creation of the msp130 gene 
family trees. 

Msp130 
family 
member  

Number of 
aligned 
taxa 

Number of 
unique 
taxa 

BOXER 
unique taxa 
cutoff 

BOXER 
aligned 
taxa 

BOXER Gap % 
permitted in 
alignment 

Msp130 
bacteria 
outgroup 

93 42 41 84 90 

Msp130 54 19 18 43 90 
Msp130rel1 54 18 17 39 90 
Msp130rel2 54 18 17 39 90 
Msp130rel3 30 13 12 21 90 
Msp130rel4 54 18 17 41 90 
Msp130rel5 54 18 17 43 90 
Msp130rel6 70 19 18 51 90 
Msp130rel7 43 16 15 31 90 

 

The msp130 gene tree (Figure 4.1) includes representatives from each extant 

echinoderm class and is rooted on the cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  Within 

the echinoderm ingroup, there are four main nodes with bootstrap values that are ³ 92%.  

that support the reconstruction of the evolution of msp130.  Among these four nodes, one 

subtends a lineage exclusively of crinoids.  This tree also shows a clade of twelve 

asteroids with a bootstrap support value of 98%.  A lineage of echinoids is also observed 

consisting of Arbacia, Eucidaris and the Strongylocentrotus purpuratus query sequence 

(SPU_002088) with a bootstrap support value of 97%.  The lineage of echinoids is sister 

to the holothurian Psolus with a 92% bootstrap support value.  In summary, the radiation 

of the Msp130 gene in these lineages is result of a speciation event that occurred at the 

Eleutherozoa-Crinozoa split.  Subsequently, as seen within echinoderm classes, we also 

observe several well-supported gene duplication events (all ³ 98% bootstrap support 
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values).  A few examples of this phenomenon can be observed in the echinoids Arbacia. 

Eucidaris, Strongylocentrotus, the asteroids Pisaster, Henricia, and Porania, and the 

crinoids Oligometra, Ptilometra, and Isometra. 

In the additional topology rooted on the bacteria generated for the msp130 gene 

(Figure 4.2) several major lineages are observed. One lineage includes Eukaryota 

(Stramenopiles, Viridiplantae, Metazoa).  The split between metazoa and other 

eukaryotes (green and brown algae) is supported with a bootstrap support value of 76%.  

Within the metazoan group, these genes form two lineages in Mollusca with strong 

bootstrap support values (100% and 95%). These msp130 gene in hemichordates and 

cephalochordates form a clade with moderate bootstrap support (59%) that is sister to the 

echinoderm lineages. Within this tree there is strong bootstrap support for the echinoderm 

lineages of msp130 (97%).  Thus, the radiation of msp130 are likely the result of ancient 

speciation events that split the ancestors of higher taxa (Stramenopiles, Viridiplantae, 

Metazoa) and not multiple independent horizontal transfer events.   

Subsequently, within each clade of metazoans (hemichordate, cephalochordates, 

molluscs, echinoderms), both gene duplication and speciation events are observed.  An 

example of speciation followed by gene duplication occurs within the hemichordates and 

cephalochordates.  A more complex pattern of evolution occurs within the molluscs in 

which gene duplication precedes speciation, followed by further gene duplication.  In 

echinoderms we observe a speciation event that leads to the formation of single lineage of 

msp130 in asteroids that is separate from other echinoderms.  In other echinoderm 

classes, the evolution of msp130 is more complex and consists of both speciation and 

duplication events.  The relationships within the echinoderm clade remain like that of 
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Figure 4.1, with only minor fluctuations in bootstrap support values to the relationships.  

I observe a strongly supported asteroid lineage with 100% bootstrap support value.  This 

topology presents another lineage of nine crinoids with 89% bootstrap support values.  A 

well-supported (bootstrap value of 96%) echinoid lineage is observed consisting of 

Arbacia, Eucidaris, the Strongylocentrotus purpuratus query sequence, and two 

additional echinoid sequences that were previously determined to be msp130 orthologs 

(Heliocardis erythrogamma and Heliocardis tuberculata) were added to the echinoid 

lineage[87].  This echinoid lineage is sister to a holothurian, Psolus with a 94% bootstrap 

support value. 

Figure 4.3 shows the phylogenetic relationships of the msp130rel1 gene within 

extant echinoderms.  In this topology, the tree is rooted on the cephalochordate 

Branchiostoma floridae.  Within the echinoderm clade, the evolution of the msp130rel1 

gene can be best described by four nodes that have strong bootstrap support values.  I 

observe a strongly supported asteroid lineage with 92% bootstrap support value.   This 

topology presents another lineage of nine crinoids with 89% bootstrap support values.  A 

well-supported (bootstrap value of 91%) echinoid lineage that consists of Arbacia and 

Eucidaris.  This echinoid lineage is sister to a holothurian, Psolus with a 91% bootstrap 

support value.  The relationships within the topology presented in this analysis remains 

consistent with observations made on the msp130 gene tree.  Once again, I observe 

unambiguously supported gene duplication and speciation events within classes with 

bootstrap support values no less than 100%.  This is observed in four of the five classes.  

Examples of gene duplication includes the crinoid Oligometra, the echinoid Eucidaris 
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and the asteroid Henricia.  Examples of speciation events can be seen within the 

ophiuroids between Ophioderma and Astrophyton. 

In Figure 4.4 the relationships of the msp130rel2 gene within extant echinoderms 

is presented and is rooted on cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The ingroup 

forms several echinoderm lineages, there are three notable lineages observed that have 

well supported nodes (³ 74).  Within one lineage, the phylogenetic analysis recovers 

strong support for a crinoid group (bootstrap support value of 94%), a strongly supported 

asteroid group (bootstrap value of 97%) and well supported echinoid groups (bootstrap 

value of 74%).  The relationships observed in this topology are like that of msp130 and 

msp130rel1.  Like the previously described gene trees, speciation events among taxa and 

gene duplications events are also observed within classes.  

Figure 4.5 displays the topology for the msp130rel3 gene within extant 

echinoderms, rooted on cephalochordate data.  Within the ingroup three strongly 

supported lineages emerge: a lineage in crinoids with a 90% bootstrap support, a lineage 

in ophiuroids with a 100% bootstrap support value and a lineage in asteroids with a 99% 

bootstrap support value.  The tree presented here contains fewer terminals but still 

presents gene duplication and speciation events at the class level. 

The relationships of extant echinoderms rooted on a cephalochordate for the gene 

msp130rel4 is presented in Figure 4.6.  Akin to msp130, msp130rel1, and msp130 rel4, 

there are four strongly supported lineages in this tree.  A well-supported lineage of 

msp130rel4 in asteroids can be observed with a bootstrap support value of 97%.  I also 

observe a well-supported lineage of msp130rel4 genes in seven echinoids sister to a 

holothurian with bootstrap support values of 88% and 87% at each respective node.  
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Lastly a grouping of msp130rel4 genes in nine crinoids presents itself as a well-supported 

lineage with a 91% bootstrap support value.  Gene duplication and speciation events are 

again evident in this topology as with all the previous topologies of the msp130 gene 

family. 

The relationships of extant echinoderms rooted on a cephalochordate for the gene 

msp130rel5 is presented in Figure 4.7.  The relationships within the in-group here remain 

analogous the rest of the msp130 family.  The same well supported four nodes can be 

used to reconstruct lineages within the tree.  Asteroid msp130rel5 genes form a lineage 

with 97% bootstrap support value, echinoid msp130rel5 genes form a lineage with 95% 

bootstrap support that is sister to a holothurian msp130rel5 with 77% bootstrap support, 

msp130rel5 in crinoids form a nine-terminal lineage with moderate bootstrap support of 

65%.   

Figure 4.8 shows the topology for the msp130rel6 gene within extant echinoderm 

and is rooted on a cephalochordate.  This figure contains the most aligned taxa (See Table 

4.2) of the msp130 genes analyzed in this study and presents the same major lineages 

described in the aforementioned analyses.  In summary the four nodes that standout as 

well supported in this tree include msp130rel6 genes in asteroid lineage with 75% 

bootstrap support, msp130rel6 genes in the echinoid lineage with 90% bootstrap support 

sister to a holothurian with 67% bootstrap support and a crinoid lineage with 88% 

bootstrap support.  

The evolution of most modern member of the msp130 gene family within 

echinoderms is presented in Figure 4.9 [15].  Alignment used to produce this 

phylogenetic analysis contains the second to least number of terminals with 31 aligned 
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taxa.  Despite the smaller dataset, the same four lineages appear as previously described.  

The asteroid lineage is well supported with 94% bootstrap support, an echinoid lineage is 

present with 100% bootstrap support that is sister to a holothurian with 72% bootstrap 

support and a crinoid lineage of six taxa is supported with a 92% bootstrap value.   

In all nine of the topologies presented in these results, recurring themes emerge 

within the echinoderm lineage.  Either four and three main lineages can be used to 

explain the major relationships within each tree.  These lineages are represented by four 

classes: asteroids, echinoids, holothurians, and crinoids.   
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Figure 4.1: The evolution of the msp130 gene within extant echinoderms, rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae. The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -17860.838230. 
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Figure 4.2: The msp130 gene maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderm species and 
their paralogs rooted on bacteria.  The red circled nodes are described within the text and 
describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in Figure 
1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -40806.433845. 
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Figure 4.3:  msp130rel1 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -15807.759502. 
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Figure 4.4: msp130rel2 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -15986.297024. 
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Figure 4.5: msp130rel3 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -13675.964464. 
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Figure 4.6: msp130rel4 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -18477.452657. 
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Figure 4.7: msp130rel5 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -18161.884908. 
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Figure 4.8: msp130rel6 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -35180.540418. 
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Figure 4.9: msp130rel7 maximum likelihood tree of extant echinoderms rooted on the 
cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae.  The red circled nodes are described within the 
text and describe a series of speciation and duplication events, these events are detailed in 
Figure 1.2 for reference.  Final ML Optimization Likelihood: -15619.011501.   
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4.4  Discussion 

 
The phylogenetic relationships of the msp130 gene family within echinoderms 

was previously limited to three species; Heliocardis erythrogamma, Heliocardis 

tuberculata and Strongylocentrotus purpuratus [15].  The results of this work have 

expanded the taxonomic coverage of msp130 gene family by 17 new echinoderms 

species.  This list includes eight asteroids (Pisaster, Pteraster, Remaster, Peribolaster, 

Lophaster, Henricia, Porania, Labidiaster), four crinoids (Isometra, Ptilometra, 

Oligometra, Democrinus), two echinoids (Arbacia, Eucidaris), two ophiuroids 

(Ophioderma, Astrophyton) and one holothuroid (Psolus).  All previously mentioned taxa 

were present in the analysis of MSP130rel6.  MSP130rel1, MSP130rel2, MSP130rel4, 

and MSP130rel5 contained one less asteroid, Labidiaster.  MSP130rel3 and MSP130rel7 

contained less taxa overall, generally, less asteroid representatives.  These results reflect 

that the msp130 gene family is more prevalent in echinoderms than previously thought.   

I expected to recover BLASTP hits predominantly consisting of Msp130, 

Msp130rel1-3 proteins as they are more likely to be expressed in the adult echinoderms 

from which this sequence data was produced [15].  However, after the removal of 

duplicate sequences, the proteins Msp130rel4-6 had the most hits (See Table 4.1).  This 

result suggests that within this dataset for 40 echinoderm transcriptomes, Msp130rel4-6 

are more likely to be expressed in adult tissues than Msp130, and Msp130rel1-3. 

 The multiple phylogenetic analyses displayed a consistent pattern: within the 

echinoderm ingroup, there are four main lineages that explain the evolution of msp130 

gene family with high bootstrap support.  Among these four lineages, one subtends a 
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lineage exclusively of crinoids, another shows a clade of asteroids, a third lineage of 

echinoids is also observed which is sister to the holothuroid Psolus.  The diversification 

of the msp130 gene in these lineages are a likely result of a speciation event that occurred 

at the Eleutherozoa-Crinozoa split rather than the repeated horizontal transfer of msp130 

genes.  In all nine topologies, both gene duplication and speciation events were present 

within echinoderms.  Within the msp130 gene family, two main models of evolution can 

be observed.   One model is speciation followed by gene duplication and the alternative 

model is a duplication event that precedes speciation, followed by further duplication.  In 

echinoderms we observe a speciation event that leads to the formation of single cluster of 

Msp130 in asteroids.  In other echinoderm classes, the relationships are more complex 

and consisting of both speciation and duplication events. 

A previous worker who studies the evolution of the msp130 gene family proposed 

that the existence of the Msp130 in eukaryotes and prokaryotes are an effect of multiple 

cases of horizontal gene transfer [15].  With the additional echinoderm representatives 

from the current dataset, I recovered a pattern of evolutionary events in the echinoderm 

msp130 gene family that would be inconsistent with horizontal gene transfer.  The 

hypothesis of interdomain horizontal gene transfer between bacteria and animals is likely 

a reflect a random occurrence happening at a very low frequency in the population [88].  

Most examples of HGT often occur within bacteria and very few examples with little 

evidence have supported this phenomenon occurring between the vastly different lineages 

of bacteria and animals.  Furthermore, if HGT was rampant in msp130, increased mixing 

of taxa (e.g. algae/animal sister taxa) in gene trees would be observed.  The topologies 

produced by the phylogenetic analyses in this study provide evidence for idea that the 
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radiation of msp130 in prokaryotes and eukaryotes are better described by by descent 

through series of speciation and gene duplication events that occur naturally.  The 

absence of msp130 in other major metazoan lineages can be alternatively described by 

gene loss rather than multiple instances of horizontal gene transfer [89,90].  However, we 

believe that this notion is testable by increasing genomic and transcriptomic sampling of 

animal phyla.  An example of this is the Msp130 protein sequence of the brachiopod 

Lingula anatina, which was discovered after this analysis (NCBI protein sequence 

accession XP_013418960) [91].  As more msp130 representatives around found in 

different lineages, HGT becomes more improbable.   
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

 
In my analyses I used RNA-Seq generated transcriptomes to develop an improved 

understanding of three major aspects of echinoderm biology: echinoderm phylogeny, 

echinoderm transcriptome gene content, and the evolutionary relationships of 

echinoderms within the msp130 family.  The analyses that I performed addressed the 

following questions related to these three main topics: What phylogeny of extant 

echinoderms is supported by a large transcriptome dataset?  Will the resulting phylogeny 

support the Cryptosyringid or Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis?  Can this derived 

phylogeny be used to study the variation of 40 transcriptomes assemblies among 

echinoderm clades?  Will certain functions be enriched in certain taxa?  I also asked a 

question involving the biomineralization related gene family of msp130 and whether it 

was introduced into echinoderms via multiple instances of horizontal gene transfer or 

simple descent from a common ancestor with speciation and gene duplication events 

among animal lineages.  The advent of next-generation sequencing data has made these 

studies tractable providing results that are novel and challenge previous studies.   

In the study of echinoderm phylogenetics 40 novel transcriptomes were used to 

test the Asterozoa-Echinozoa versus Cryptosyringid hypotheses.  Using novel methods 

that created 19 distinct data subsets based on alignment occupancy (BOXER) the results 

of the largest datasets of show support for the Asterozoa-Echinozoa hypothesis.  The 

topologies of the five most inclusive datasets recovered Echinozoan and Asterozoan 

groups with high bootstrap support.  This is consistent with previous works but at a 

greater scale of taxon sampling and diversity [33,43–45].  The topologies that were 
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created from the most gap permissive datasets containing the highest amounts of loci (i.e. 

>500 loci and 45-95% allowable gaps) placed Xyloplax is sister to asteroids, a 

relationship that has been supported by previous work (Baker et al., 1986; Gale, 1987; 

Mah, 2006) but refuted by more tightly scoped analyses of asteroids and ophiuroids in 

which Xyloplax is a velatid asteroid (Linchangco et al., 2017; Janies et al., 2011). 

In the mapping of echinoderm of gene function via annotation, clades resulting 

from the preferred phylogeny in chapter 2 were used to search for class-specific genes 

within echinoderms.  This analysis lead to the detection of GO enriched terms in crinoids, 

and ophiuroids relating to biological processes.  This revealed that members of crinoids 

could serve as models in nervous system regeneration studies and that ophiuroids may be 

valuable to basic research in defining the mechanisms that govern the oncogenesis of 

colorectal cancer in humans. 

In the study of the evolution of the msp130 gene family within echinoderms, the 

multiple phylogenetic analyses of the RNA-Seq data displayed a recurring pattern of four 

major lineages representing asteroids, crinoids, echinoids, and holothuroids.  These 

lineages are supported with high bootstrap values and can be explained by gene 

duplication and speciation events. Across the echinoderm classes, a complex series of 

speciation and duplication events are observed leading to these four lineages.  This study 

also considered non-echinoderm taxa in the evolution of msp130 via an additional 

analysis rooted on the bacteria.  This work resulted in a lineage that includes Eukaryota 

(Stramenopiles, Viridiplantae, Metazoa).  Within this metazoan group comprised of 

Mollusca, cephalochordates, hemichordates and echinoderms the absence of msp130 in 

other metazoan lineages can be described by gene loss or lack of adequate genomic 
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sampling thus far in contrast to the rare possibility of multiple instances of horizontal 

gene transfer [15]. 

 

5.1 Significance 

 
The studies performed in this work contributes a deeper understanding of the 

evolutionary biology of echinoderms in three different ways.   

The phylogenetic reconstruction of echinoderms addressed the two debates of 

Asterozoa-Echinozoa versus Cryptosyringid and the placement of Xyloplax within the 

phylum.  Using a novel sensitivity analysis, the most inclusive datasets of 1256 loci 

supported the Asterozoa Echinozoa hypothesis and the placement of Xyloplax as sister to 

all asteroids.  This demonstrates that pipeline used to generate these findings can be 

effectively used on other datasets to resolve debated relationships at the class level. 

The annotation by similarity of 40 transcriptomes uncovered potential alternative 

model organisms for regenerative nervous system studies and colorectal cancer research. 

The phylogenetic reconstruction of the eight members of the msp130 gene family 

provides a newly expanded taxonomic and transcriptomic view of gene family evolution.  

The presence of msp130 gene family members in 17 new echinoderms uncovers that a 

biomineralization toolkit was present in metazoans prior to echinoderms and radiated 

with speciation and gene duplication events rather than via horizontal gene transfer. 
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5.2: Future work 

 
Further study in transcriptomics can benefit from additional sampling of more 

echinoderms and other metazoan phyla.  The addition of additional echinoderm 

transcriptomes from classes with limited sampling may affect the evolutionary 

relationships within Eleutherozoa and our view of the radiation of the msp130 gene 

family.  Additional samples would also provide better support for function of gene 

protein products of under-represented classes. 

The phylogenetic methods in this work used ancestry to extract patterns of 

relationships between taxa as well as infer the function of protein products, providing 

new insights on echinoderm evolution that remain important in developmental studies.  I 

created a pipeline that uses phylogenetic methods and a novel sensitivity analysis, taking 

in an input of raw RNA-Seq data with an output of a maximum likelihood phylogeny.  

The next steps involve the development of a publicly accessible, web-facing application 

and backend server that automates this process for any users with who would like to infer 

patterns of relationships between taxa or gene content of their sequence data.   

I also performed sequence similarly based annotation of echinoderm transcriptomes 

revealing enriched gene families in crinoids and ophiuroids.  These annotations 

information can be made public and added to EchinoDB to provide enhanced annotations 

for the existing echinoderm database [10]. 
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